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Abstract: Ectopic pregnancy is a leading cause of death for child-bearing aged women. Most patients with ectopic pregnancy 
experience suffer psychological distress which seriously affects their physical and mental health. The psychological distress, 
influencing factors, measurement tools, and nursing interventions in patients with ectopic pregnancy in China are reviewed in this 
article. The results showed that the main psychological distress of patients with ectopic pregnancy is anxiety, depression, uncertainty 
sense of disease, and low self-esteem. The main factors affecting the psychological distress of ectopic pregnancy patients included life- 
threatening disease, different marital status, and reproductive needs. The main intervention methods for psychological distress in 
pregnant patients included: cognitive behavioral therapy, emotional therapy of traditional Chinese medicine, and family support. The 
majority of cross-sectional surveys in China focused on psychological conditions of the patients with ectopic pregnancy, and there are 
very few longitudinal studies. Large-sample, multi-center longitudinal studies should be conducted in the future to monitor the 
development of ectopic pregnancy. Qualitative research should be conducted on patient experience, to provide guidance and basis for 
the implementation of targeted nursing interventions and to further explore standardized, continuous, and generalizable psychological 
care protocols for distress interventions for patients with ectopic pregnancy, thereby minimizing psychological distress such as anxiety, 
depression, and uncertainty in patients with ectopic pregnancy. 
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Background
Ectopic pregnancy refers to the implantation of the fertilized egg outside the uterine cavity. According to the implantation site, 
it is classified as a tubal pregnancy, ovarian pregnancy, cervical pregnancy, or abdominal pregnancy. Ectopic pregnancy is 
acute conditions in obstetrics and gynecology and also the main cause of maternal death.1 The reported incidence of ectopic 
pregnancy differs in various countries, but globally, it is typically around 2%. However, it is much higher in China due to the 
high rate of cesarean section and the policy of open birth.2 Studies have indicated that most patients diagnosed with ectopic 
pregnancy experience a high level of psychological distress, which seriously affects their quality of life as well as their 
physical and mental health; in addition, these effects can persist, even after several years.3 Approaches to relieve the 
psychological pressure and negative emotions of patients with ectopic pregnancy and to establish correct cognition are 
particularly important in nursing.4 Herein, the psychological distress of patients with ectopic pregnancy and the subsequent 
nursing interventions are reviewed to help nurses identify the psychological state, provide targeted psychological intervention, 
and promote the physical and mental recovery of the patients. The researches cited in this review were searched from 
PUBMED, Web of Science and Science Direct databases. The key words were including “ectopic pregnancy”, “psychological 
distress”, “influencing factors”, and “nursing intervention”. We included studies from 2000 to 2022. Conference abstracts only 
and duplicated papers were excluded.
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Main Psychological Distress Areas of Patients with Ectopic Pregnancy
Anxiety and Depression
Anxiety and depression are the most common psychological conditions in patients with ectopic pregnancy. Using the 
Self-Rating Anxiety Scale (SAS) and Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS), Zhao et al found that 39.53% of patients had 
anxiety and 37.21% had depression.5 Wenjun Tang et al found that the incidence of depression was 20.4% in patients 
with repeated ectopic pregnancy after conservative treatment of tubal pregnancy.6 Using the Spielberger state-trait 
anxiety scale, Li Pan et al found that out of 80 patients with ectopic pregnancy upon admission, 33.7% had moderate 
anxiety and 52.5% had severe anxiety.7 Feifei Zhang et al found that postoperative anxiety symptoms were more obvious 
in patients with ectopic pregnancy, which were related to being unmarried, fertility requirements, and cognitive 
behavioral disorders.8 Chen Guina et al found that unmarried patients with ectopic pregnancy experienced varying 
degrees of anxiety.9 Zhang Weixia et al observed higher anxiety and depression among fertility seekers than non-fertility 
seekers.10 Wenjuan Zhang et al observed higher anxiety level in patients with planned pregnancy than those with 
unplanned pregnancy.11 Therefore, after ectopic pregnancy, different levels of anxiety and depression may occur during 
different stages of treatment and treatment methods, depending on marital status and fertility needs, which can provide 
guidance for the medical staff to assess the psychological status of patients.

Uncertain Sense of Disease
Uncertainty sense of disease refers to the feeling of uncertainty that patients experience about the symptoms, diagnosis, 
treatment, and prognosis of their disease, which can produce a stress response than can affect a patient in many ways. 
Patients’ psychological adjustment and coping abilities may be altered, resulting in pressure during medical treatment, 
thereby increasing negative emotions such as anxiety and depression.12 Jing Ma’s survey, utilizing Mishel’s Uncertainty 
in Illness Scale for Adults (MUIS-A), showed that patients who were admitted with ectopic pregnancy had a moderate 
level of uncertainty sense of disease.13 The researchers conducted an investigation on 104 patients with ectopic 
pregnancy and found that 95.2% of the patients had a moderate level of uncertainty sense of disease at admission, and 
4.8% had a high level of uncertainty sense of disease, mainly manifesting as sudden abdominal pain and vaginal 
bleeding.14 Some studies have shown that due to the lack of specificity in symptoms in hospitalized patients with 
abdominal pain and mild vaginal bleeding, it is necessary to wait for the results of an auxiliary examination to distinguish 
ectopic pregnancy from luteal cyst rupture, abortion, accessory torsion, and other diseases; the waiting period for results 
may increase the uncertainty sense of disease, especially for women who are in the early stages of a planned pregnancy.15

Low Self-Esteem
The low self-esteem surrounding ectopic pregnancy comes from the patients’ self-perception of the condition and other 
people’s attitude towards their condition.16 When a patient is diagnosed with an ectopic pregnancy, she may assume that she 
would be treated unfairly. Refusing to communicate with others and avoiding normal social contact may result in patients 
becoming withdrawn and autistic.17 The type of surgery is an important factor affecting the psychological state of patients 
with ectopic pregnancy, and the shame of conservative surgery is significantly lower than that of invasive surgery.16 

Proactively reporting their condition to medical staff can make these patients feel very embarrassed, especially unmarried 
women. This can lead to delayed treatment. The younger the patient, the stronger their sense of inferiority.18 Patients with 
higher education levels, better economic conditions, and better employment conditions are more concerned about their own 
image, more sensitive to the outside world, and more prone to negative emotions towards themselves.16 In addition, some 
patients need gynecological examination, vaginal care, or other operations, which also contributes to the low self-esteem.18

Main Factors Affecting the Psychological Distress in Patients with Ectopic 
Pregnancy
Life-Threatening Diagnosis
Ectopic pregnancy has the characteristics of rapid onset and development, resulting in severe abdominal pain, massive 
hemorrhage, and shock after rupture. Severe cases could be life-threatening, and patients often lack the cognitive and 
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psychological preparation for the condition. They also face treatment uncertainty, which causes fear.19 Patients scheduled 
for surgery worry about the effects and safety of surgery as well as surgery-related problems that may lead to irreversible 
outcomes (ie, hysterectomy). For patients receiving conservative treatment, the toxic side effects of methotrexate could 
lead to alopecia, a digestive tract reaction, bone marrow suppression, etc., due to which these patients may have many 
negative emotions, leading to the decline of treatment compliance and endocrine disorders; all of these issues could result 
in decreased treatment effectiveness.20,21

Marital Status
In China, it is “against public order and social customs” to get pregnant before marriage. Compared with married ectopic 
pregnancy patients, most unmarried patients are younger, psychologically immature, and have relatively minimal 
experience. After being diagnosed with ectopic pregnancy, the patients have feelings of fear and anxiety, lack of 
knowledge of ectopic pregnancy, and are ashamed to talk to parents and friends, which leads to serious psychological 
pressure. A previous study showed that the SAS and SDS scores of married patients with ectopic pregnancy were 34.54 ± 
5.12 and 37.62 ± 4.36, respectively, which were significantly lower than those of unmarried patients, which were 43.61 ± 
8.37 and 52.74 ± 9.75, respectively (p < 0.05). This indicates that the degree of anxiety and depression in unmarried 
patients with ectopic pregnancy is higher than it is in married patients.8 After the occurrence of ectopic pregnancy, one of 
the patients studied was concerned about infertility or another ectopic pregnancy in the future, abandonment by her 
boyfriend, a lack of understanding from her parents or colleagues, and friends with a different view of her psychological 
problems, all of which worsened the patient’s psychological distress. Some unmarried patients from this study regretted 
having premarital sex and failed contraceptive prevention measures. Some patients expressed resentment toward the male 
partner, believing that the male partner was responsible for their current pain, especially when the sex was not completely 
consensual.8 For married patients, future fertility problems were more concerning, especially for patients with multiple 
ectopic pregnancies who were worried about being looked down upon by their husbands and in-laws or facing the risk of 
being abandoned by their husbands. Therefore, they felt depressed, pessimistic, and even suicidal.22

Fertility Requirements
This same study showed differences in the SAS scores (40.12 ± 8.12) and SDS scores (46.12 ± 8.71) of patients with 
fertility requirements and those without fertility requirements (31.26 ± 5.06 and 34.62 ± 5.69). In comparison, the degree 
of depression was higher in patients with fertility requirements than it was in patients without fertility requirements (p < 
0.05).8 For patients with fertility requirements, giving birth to a healthy child is their biggest wish. Studies indicated that 
patients diagnosed with ectopic pregnancy have a worse psychological status after surgery, which may be related to the 
patients’ fear of another ectopic pregnancy, infertility, marriage breakdown, and other factors.23 Some patients even lost 
their uterus due to ectopic pregnancy hemorrhage, resulting in infertility. Other patients were diagnosed with ectopic 
pregnancy following assisted reproduction. In addition, the families of many patients with fertility requirements wish to 
continue the family line. If the patient’s spouse and in-laws are indifferent, fearful, and sad, it affects the psychological 
state of patient, thus worsening their psychological burden.24 For patients who do not have fertility requirements, they 
usually accept their condition. After surgery, they are most concerned about effective contraception and mainly worry 
about how to avoid another ectopic pregnancy.6

Psychological Distress Assessment Tools for Ectopic Pregnancy Patients
Symptom Check List-90
This scale is composed of 90 items in 9 dimensions, and the total score is between 90 and 450 points. A higher score 
indicates a worse mental state.8

Self-Rating Anxiety Scale and Self-Rating Depression Scale
Both scales are composed of 20 items, and the total score is 80 points. The SAS is divided into 50 points, and the SDS is 
divided into 53 points as the cutoff values. A higher score indicates more serious anxiety or depression.25
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State-Trait Anxiety Inventory
This is used to assess the patient’s anxiety under stress. The score ranges from 20 to 80 points. A higher score indicates 
more severe anxiety.26

Hamilton Anxiety Scale and Hamilton Depression Scale
The Hamilton Anxiety Scale (HAMA) is composed of two structural factors of mental anxiety and physical anxiety. 
A higher total score on the HAMA indicates more serious anxiety. The HAMA includes 14 items, and the Hamilton 
Depression Scale (HAMD) included 17 items. A higher score on the HAMD indicates more serious depression.27,28

Mishel’s Uncertainty in Illness Scale
This scale contains two dimensions of ambiguity and complexity, and the score range is 25–125 points. A higher score 
indicates a higher level of disease uncertainty. The MUIS scale is widely used to measure patients’ disease uncertainty 
sense worldwide.13

Intervention for Psychological Distress in Patients with Ectopic Pregnancy
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is the most widely used and accepted form of psychotherapy for mental disorders 
such as depression and anxiety.29 The cognitive portion of CBT mainly includes techniques such as guided imagination, 
self-discipline training, distraction, thinking detection, coping style, and problem-solving techniques. The behavioral 
portion of CBT mainly includes progressive muscle relaxation, relaxation training, and hypnosis, all of which can be 
used alone or in combination.30 Xiujun He et al divided 90 patients with tubal pregnancy and ectopic pregnancy into an 
intervention group and a control group after conservative treatment. The intervention group CBT via conventional 
nursing techniques, and the results showed that the anxiety score of the patients in the intervention group (36.1 ± 4.2) was 
significantly lower than it was in the control group (42.5 ± 4.3) (p < 0.05).31

Ning Xu et al determined the SDS and SAS scores of 60 patients after two weeks of intervention. The SDS score 
(44.55 ± 4.27) and SAS score (40.25 ± 6.35) in the intervention group were significantly lower than in the control group 
(49.54 ± 4.27 and 46.55 ± 7.21) (p<0.05), indicating that progressive muscle relaxation training can relieve depression 
and anxiety.25 Nurses trained in CBT techniques have a beneficial effect on the psychological state of patients with first 
or second ectopic pregnancies; the physical and mental states of the patients can be improved, and the influence of 
internal and external factors on their health can be reduced.

Emotional Therapy Techniques of Traditional Chinese Medicine
Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) classifies ectopic pregnancy as blood stasis in the lower abdomen. In nursing, the 
patients’ constitution can be identified through the combined use of four diagnostic methods. Gastrointestinal 
discomfort caused by methotrexate can be alleviated by massage at the Neiguan and Zusanli acupoints. The 
Neiguan acupoints can regulate mental disorders such as insomnia and depression.32,33 Traditional Chinese medicine 
suggests that external stimulation leads to emotional fluctuations, anxiety, sadness, and other negative emotions, 
possibly causing Chi-body disorder and Chi-blood stasis, both of which are not conducive to treatment. As a TCM 
nursing method, emotional therapy can improve negative emotions, balance Yin and Yang in the body, maintain 
a relaxed state of the body and mind, and actively contribute to the improvement of life quality.34,35 Zhao et al 
measured the HAMA and HAMD scores of 64 patients with ectopic pregnancy, and found that the patients who 
received TCM emotional therapy had significantly lower scores than those who did not; these results demonstrated that 
emotional therapy could improve anxiety and depression.27 Gu et al noted that TCM emotional therapy can effectively 
treat depression, anxiety, and other adverse psychological emotions. In addition, nursing based on syndrome differ-
entiation can effectively regulate the microcirculation of the patient’s body and supplement the daily nutrition required 
by the body, thus promoting rapid recovery from the disease.36
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Family Support
In the theory of a healthy family, the family is a whole entity that is intrinsically sound, adaptable to change, and responsive to 
problems. For patients, family support from their spouse, parents, etc., after ectopic pregnancy will need to adapt to a series of 
psychological and physiological changes, loss of control over emotions, mood swings, and conflicts with family. Hence, 
family care and support are critical, especially companionship and care from the spouse. Emotional support, spousal support, 
and support from the patient’s elders and other relatives have a significant impact on the psychological status of the patient. 
Understanding, support, and respect from family can help to build the patient’s confidence and alleviate their psychological 
concerns.1 Studies have found that the mental health status of the spouse of the patient with ectopic pregnancy is poor, and the 
spouse’s emotional response through verbal or nonverbal communication as well as the family’s response to the ectopic 
pregnancy will impact the patient.37–39 In addition, under the traditional fertility concept in China of carrying on the family line 
and raising sons to support in old age, women are under tremendous pressure to bear children, which will increase their 
psychological distress.24 Therefore, medical staff taking care of these individuals should be family-centered and should 
encourage and support the family members to participate in caregiving. This will provide more emotional support to patients, 
reduce their psychological pressure, improve stress on the married couple caused by the lack of knowledge, and promote the 
patients’ mental health and family happiness to achieve the goal of improving the psychological distress of the patients.

Others
Internet-based health education patterns, evidence-based nursing, lifestyle interventions, group psychological counseling, 
music therapy, continuing nursing, and other methods have positive impacts on promoting the mental health of patients 
diagnosed with ectopic pregnancy.40–43

Conclusions
With the development of the disease, patients with ectopic pregnancy may experience psychological problems such as 
anxiety, depression, and uncertainty from diagnosis, surgery, to postoperative recovery. At present, there are mainly the 
following problems in China: (i) Psychological distress is a continuous negative state, not a simple combination of 
depression and anxiety. Most studies may only capture some concepts of psychological distress and lack comprehen-
siveness. (ii)The assessment instruments in the current study vary widely, so the findings are poorly comparable. (iii) 
There is insufficient research on the current status and influencing factors of psychological distress in patients with 
ectopic pregnancy, so there are still many uncertain factors. (iv) There are few targeted intervention plans for 
psychological distress in patients with ectopic pregnancy. Some scholars in China have made preliminary attempts, 
but most of them focus on hospitalized patients during the perioperative period. There are problems such as short 
intervention duration, lack of theoretical basis, poor repeatability of the plan, and significant regional limitations. 
Therefore, a large-sample, multicenter longitudinal study should be conducted to regularly follow up patients with 
ectopic pregnancy and observe the dynamic changes in their mental health. To further understand the internal emotions of 
these patients, future qualitative studies could be conducted to understand the emotional experiences of patients choosing 
different treatment strategies after the diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy. This will facilitate a better understanding of the 
psychological distress characteristics of these patients, and provide a basis for further exploration of a standardized, 
continuous, and generalizable psychological care program of distress intervention programs for patients with ectopic 
pregnancy, in order to minimize anxiety, depression, uncertainty, and other psychological distress in patients with ectopic 
pregnancy.
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